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Cerner Solutions
An Implementation Service
Santa Rosa Consulting offers a broad set of consulting solutions for the Millennium Suite
of applications. Our consultants offer in-depth expertise within their domains and have
delivered proven results in complex environments for customers throughout the country.
Santa Rosa specializes in services for:
Revenue Cycle
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Clinical Information
Systems

EMPI
Eligibility Management
Registration Management
ProFile
ProFit
Scheduling Management
Benefits Management
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Clinical Documentation
CareNet
PharmNet
Power Orders
SurgiNet
PathNet
PowerChart
PowerChart Office
PowerWorks
PowerPlans
INet
PowerInsight
RadNet
FirstNet

Integration & Reporting
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Discern Expert
Discern Explorer
Open Engine
CCL Development

Solution Offerings
Our expertise doesn’t stop at planning. Our Project Managers, Solution Architects, Process
Redesign Analysts, Trainers and Implementation Specialists will ensure that the system you
envision is the one you deploy and that the results you require are actually achieved.
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Project Management & Leadership
Gap Analysis & System Assessment
Configuration Build
Report Development & Management
Meaningful Use Gap Analysis
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Application & Interface Implementation
System Integration
Integration Testing
Training & Curriculum Development
Activation Planning
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What Our Cerner Clients Are Saying
“Santa Rosa Consulting provides us with excellent professionals in support of our Cerner
system, McKesson system and Go Live needs. They have time and time again proven to
be sensitive to our budgetary needs while providing top tier consultants to address our
requirements. Santa Rosa’s management team works closely with us to ensure that our
ongoing satisfaction is maintained. Santa Rosa is a great company that offers great value!
Thank you so much!”
Melisa Kelly
IS Director, HSIS
UAB Health System
“Santa Rosa Consulting has been engaged at Bayfront Medical Center for Clinical
Transformation Services since early 2011. From the beginning, we have been impressed
with the level of knowledge and experience that the company’s resources have brought
to our organization, particularly on initiatives necessary to achieve meaningful use.
Additionally, the skills of our own team members have been greatly enhanced by working
with Santa Rosa consultants. Santa Rosa is more than just a vendor for Bayfront, but a
partner focused on our shared goal of improving clinical process and outcomes through
the use of electronic health records.”
Jennifer Greenman
Chief Information Officer
Bayfront Medical Center
We welcome you to call Santa Rosa today at 866-944-4772 to learn more about how we
can help your organization.
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